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Abstract Subscript

The functioning of a coaxial solid propellant MPD e effective
thruster with cylindrical and conical anodes has 1 limit
been investigated in working conditions Max maximum
characterized by two different discharge waveforms
each one with several different initial discharge
energy levels. 1 - INTRODUCTION

The effect of the different geometries and working
conditions on the electric parameters, on the The present work represents the completion of

ablation process and the theoretical performance a f i r s t r o ug h experimental analysis which aims to
has been examined, provide a picture of the functioning of a non-steady

coaxial solid propellant (Teflon) MPD thruster 2

The importance of the ablation process has been (fig. 1).
pointed out in relation to its effect on the
thruster suitable functioning; moreover a
correlation has been observed between the ablation
process behaviour and the current density
distribution along the anode.

Among the investigated geometries a range of anode
lengths in which length variations do not represent D Anode
a highly-affecting parameter has been determined; ) Cathode 2
sharp differences in behaviour have been observed ) Propellant (Teflon I - -- 4
between cylindrical and flared anodes and between Z Trigger electrode 6
the two operating conditions characterized by the ® Anodic Flange
two different wave-forms. Nevertheless such ® Insulator
differences tend, as a rule, to weaken as the 0 Cathodic Flange

initial discharge energy level increases.

List of symbols Fig. 1 Thruster.

A propellant ablation area This analysis takes into account the behavior

C capacity of a set of conventional parameters, assumed as
indices of the thruster functioning according to

c ablation coefficient the variation of internal parameters and working
Eo initial discharge energy level conditions.
E propulsive energy The previous work 2 investigated the role of the

I current propellant and cathode geometry. It was found that

i nondimensional current the functioning of the solid propellant MPDi nondimensional current
thruster is controlled by the propellant ablation

Ib  impulse bit process that is generated by the same electric
I,p specific impulse discarge to which this process provides the mass to
K characteristic parameter be ionized and accelerated. The propellant ablation

K ablation constant process proved out to depend on the thruster
1 a e l geometry and working conditions.

1, anode length This situation characterizes the solid
m mass per shot propellant thruster behaviour which, consequently,
m mass flow rate is basically different from the behaviour of a gas

p power propellant thruster where the mass flow rate is an

R ,R anode radius, cathode radius independent parameter whose value can be externally
V voltage controlled.
V voltage Continuing such analysis, this paper takes
V, initial discharge voltage level into consideration the effects of the anode-nozzle
w plume velocity geometry on the working behaviour, according to the
Z impedance variation of the energy per shot - i.e. of the

power - and of the type of discharge wave-form.
* Senior Research Engineer, Dipartimento di The functioning parameters are "conventional"
Meccanica e Aeronautica ones, which are suitable to characterize the
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thruster functioning by using different and not cyl 3, div 3 ~ 1. - 100 mm

necessarily rectangular discharge wave-forms. cyl 4, div 4 = 1 - 125 mm
The main conventional parameters are:

a cyl 5, div 5 = 1. - 150 mm

S 12 I dt (At - discharge actual duration) The different nozzles have been assembled on
0 the same base-module characterized by

o the discharge conventional duration,-, defined o a , angle between the propellant surface and
by the relation: the normal surface to the thruster axis - 60*

JI2 dt - B~ ( - 0.98) o A - propellant ablation surface - 30 cm2

0  
o p, - (Ra/Rc),, anode-to-cathode radius ratio in

o the current I - (t/T)" 2  the initial section of the duct - 2,6
o the energy utilized in the discarge:

a Two different discharge wave-forms have been

Ep- VI dt used: the first (fig. 3.1) is almost critically
a damped, without any steady phase, with a

the impedance E conventional duration of about 1.3 ms (is indicated

o the voltage v -z f. as QP); the second (fig. 3.2) aims at approximating
S t a quasi-steady wave-form (is indicated as QS) with

o the power P. = Ep/T a conventional duration of about 1 ms.

These parameters have been evaluated on the The power sources are two different capacitor

basis of the experimental measurements of: banks (CB); the first provides the QP discharge

o current as a function of time, I(t) (indicated as QP-CB) and the second provides the QS

o voltage as a function of time, V(t) discharge (indicated as QS-CB).
o ablated mass per shot, m.

Moreover the plume charged particles velocity :- --: ;-- '''-

has been measured. Cy
Finally an axial discrete distribution of the t = 01 10 s /d

current density along the anode has been I 2 kA/

experimentally obtained. v 20 V/d

2 - INVESTIGATION OPERATING PROCEDURE

The investigation on anodic geometries takes. .

into account ten nozzles, five cylindrical- - -

(indicated as cyl) and five divergent (indicated as -*- --

div) (divergence angle - 25°), in pairs of equal

length as shown below (fig. 2): Fig. 3.1: Discharge current and voltage vs time

cyl i, div 1 =l~ - 50 mm using the QP-CB capacitor bank.

cyl 2, div 2 l. - 75 mm

1 2 3 4 5 .... ....

SCyl 3 3
.It I- __ _. ( .- . . -__

1 t 0.1.10- s/d -

-_-_-_
i

__ -- d --

12 __--' _

,100 - . -
125

75 ._ _. --
50 I- 50 Fig. 3.2: Discharge current and voltage vs time

5 using the QS-CB capacitor bank.

S 2 _ Each capacitor bank has been used for the

various thruster configurations and working
2'30' conditions; they provide the initial discharge

1 15 energy level,E, - i.e. approximately the required
S - ---- --- values of the energy per shot - according to the

i ' ' variation of their loading potential,V,.

Using the first capacitor bank (QP-CB) all the

thruster configurations have been characterized

12 according to seven different E, energy values in the

.range 0.8 + 3.2 kJ.

Fig. 2 : Investigated geometries. Using the second capacitor bank (QS-CB) the
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three cylindrical configurations cyl 2+ cyl 4 and according to the E. energy increase.
the four divergent configurations div 2 + div 5 have
been characterized according to five different E, Whereas in divergent anodes (Fig. 4b):

energy values (corresponding to the five lower o the I, current flowing through each sector
values of the previous case) in the range 0.8 + 2.2 grows according to the increase in distance
kJ. from the beginning of the duct.

In all cases, as power increases the current

3 - EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT DETAILS AND DIAGNOSTTC distribution becomes less uneven.

The QP-CB capacitor bank consists of 6 parallel
modules with 5 capacitors each, with a total /--

capacity of approximately 11*10-2 F. _
The QS-CB capacitor bank consists of two . . -- ..--- -.... .....- _

parallel modules with 15 capacitors each, connected ---- --- ------ - -- -

each other by suitable inductors, with a total .t = 0.i110 3 s/d .~ -
capacity of approximately 4*10-2 F. -- T I =1 kA/d

The discharge is triggered by an electrode ' ' ___ -

placed on the centerline, protruding from the
cathode and electrically connected with a device .. '

which supplies a voltage impulse of about 10 kV for -
a duration of a few microseconds. -

Currents have been measured by means of multi- -
probe Rogowsky devices provided with operational

amplifiers.
Mass consumption has been measured by means of Fig. 4a: Discharge current in different sectors of

an electronic balance with 1-mg precision on 50-mg a four-sector cylindrical anode.
minimum weighing.

As far as plume velocity is concerned
measurements have been obtained by using the well- t = 0.1.*10'3 /d
known time-of-flight method applied to the

saturation current ripples of electrostatic double
probes. As plume velocity the average value of 30

measurements has been assumed.

The axial discrete distribution of the current .

density flowing to the anode has been obtained by -

using anodes formed by a series of sectors, each of
them electrically isolated from the others and
independently powered, and by measuring the current - '
flowing through each sector.

All experiments have been performed inside a - -
vacuum tank of about 0.2 m3 with a back-pressure of
about 3*10-4 m bar.

Fig. 4b: Discharge current in different sectors of
a four-sector conical anode

4 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.2 - Operatin parameters

4.1 - Current distribution along the anode
We can consider now the operating parameters

First of all we are going to examine the starting from the electric ones.

measurements of the current flowing through each Firstly it is necessary to point out that the

anodic sector, different matching conditions between power

Let's introduce, for this purpose, the sources and the thruster, which are due to different

"nondimensional current" parameter: geometries and operating conditions, produce a
change in the electric behaviour of the system. As

i, - I,/I. a consequence, although the same capacitor bank is
utilized every time, slightly different discharge

where I is the current flowing through a certain wave-forms are obtained. All this implies slight
sector while I, is the total current. variations of the electric parameters values which

Thus, experimental results can be summarized affect the whole operating system.
in the following scheme. As anode length varies the quantities

represented in the characteristic curve (fig. 5) -
In cylindrical anodes (fig. 4a): current I and voltage V - and, basilically, the
o the current flowing through the second sector, impedance appear to be almost constant; only the

impedance Z, appear to be almost constant only theI,, is, in every configuration, higher than (or longest flared anode shows slightly higher values
equal to) the currents, I,, of the other of I, when using the QS-CB capacitor bank.
sectors; As power increases impedance shows a

o the nondimensional currents of the decreasing almost asymptotic trend represented in
extremities, especially the i., increase fig. 6.
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: V e vs c i d d Fig. 7.1b: Mass flow rate vs E. energy using QP-CBFig.5: Voltage vs current in different divergent capacitor bank.capacitor bank.
anodes using QP-CB capacitor bank.

o in cylindrical anodes, as length varies, the
23

2. - value of m presents irregular behaviour
23- without a definable trend so that it can be
22- considered almost constant in the length range21-

20z l12 - l,5; it is clearly lower in the anode cyl
'" 1, particularly for low E0 values. The global

I ,7. mass flow rate trend as a function of Eo is
; , - linearly increasing;

IS-

" o in conical anodes & shows the same behaviour
t2. as in the cylindrical ones; its values are
t- always lower than in cylindrical anodes but

to- . this difference tends to decrease as power9"

a ,- .. .-... , increases.
0.6 1 1.4 1.8 2.2 2. 3

(Thousnd,)
Sivi . oiv2 . oN5 . ow x ws Using the QS-CB capacitor bank (figg. 7.2) the

same kinds of behavior as in the QP discharge are
Fig. 6: Impedance vs E. energy using QP-CB 4

capacitor bank.
3.5-

Under the same conditions divergent anodes 3
present an average impedance definitely higher than
the straight anodes impedance. At the same time the
former have slightly lower currents and, obviously, 2-

higher voltage. This is the basic difference 'E
between these two types of anodes. .

Now let's consider the mass flow rate m or the
ablated mass per shot m. o.s

Utilizing the QP-CB capacitor bank the
following results have been achieved (figg. 7.1): 0.a ' .2 1.4 .8 1.5 2 2.1(Thousonds)

a CYL2 CYLJ3 CY.I

Fig. 7.2a: Mass flow rate vs E. energy using QS-CB
3.3- capacitor bank.

33.-

2. 2.s

. 1.

0.$ 1 1.4 I.8 2. 2.8 2
(Thouao,4s)

E. zA
CYL I - CILZ o CLS CYL4 x CYL 0.5

Fig. 7.1a: Mass flow rate vs E. energy using QP-CB o .2 .4 12

capacitor bank (T 1C.)
3 1V z 31V 3 3I4 31V

Fig. 7.2b: Mass flow rate vs E, energy using QS-CB
capacitor bank.
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obtained, the only difference being a greater
regularity in the trends. 0.7

The ablation coefficient 2, c - m/A Ep shows the o.s

following kinds of behaviour.
With the QP discharge wave-form (figg. 8.1):

o in cylindrical anodes: as length varies " .-

intermediate-length anodes have almost
constant values, the longest anode presents

slightly lower values whereas the shortest one o.2
presents definetely lower values. As the power
varies, c is definitely constant as for 0.-
intermediate lengths (2 + 4), slightly
decreasing as for cyl 5 and definitely °. ..* . . . .2 1

decreasing as for cyl 1 particularly for low (Th.-,".)

power values; a L2 cr cYL

Fig. 8.2a: Ablation coefficient vs E0 energy using
QS-CB capacitor bank.

0.7

0.7-
0.5 -
S 0.6

0.0.

0.20

0.20

0.1-

0.1

0 

0

0.5 1.4 f.8 2.2 2. . 3 __
(Thousand) ...

0o (J1 0.6 I. . . 1 2
° CYL I CL2 C CYL 4 CYL 5 ( (Th o )

a DIV O+IV 0 DIV 4 a V S

Fig. 8.la: Ablation coefficient vs E0 energy using Fig. 8.2b: Ablation coefficient vs E, energy using

QP-CB capacitor bank. QS-CB capacitor bank.

The characteristic parameter K - I2/m
presents analogous kinds of behavior for the two

0.7 types of nozzles and with both power source systems
(fig. 9): as length varies its values, although

o.6- irregular, are included in a limited range, the only
exception being the value related to the longest

S0.s. flared anode whose values are definitely higher. As

.. energy increases there is an increasing trend which
is supposed to become constant when considering

u 0.- energy values exceeding the investigated range.
As for cylindrical anodes, the K. values are

0.2- higher in comparison with the corresponding ones in
conical anodes.

O.1

90

0.5 I I.. I.8 2.2 2. 3
(Thou ands)0 DIV I * IV2 31 OV x ON1V 5

Fig. 8.lb: Ablation coefficient vs ED energy using o
QP-CB capacitor bank.

o in conical anodes: as length varies there is
a type of behavior similar to the previous one, so
though less evident. As energy increases c
presents in all the anodes an increasing trend \
as for the low energy Eg values and tends to
become constant as ED increases. .._____

0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.3 2 .L
With the QS discharge (figg. 8.2) as length Ca'

_ .- a 51V 2 * 31 0V 4 & D1V 5varies the c values are more homogeneous in

comparison with.the QP discharge case, moreover c Fig. 9: K. - (I'/h.) vs ED energy using QS-CB
is constant according to power variations, capacitor bank.
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Ionic velocity measurements show uneven trends A further remark concerns discharge wave-

when subjected to both anode length and energy forms: a quasi-steady discharge wave-form makes

variations. c values, on the average, higher and constant as 1i

Taking into account a large amount of and E. vary,even when E decreases at its lowest

measurements, it has been pointed out that the ionic values. This could be explained by assuming that the

velocity value, on the average, is higher in flared ablation process is subjected to a threshold limit

anodes. This is more regular and clearly detectable value of instantaneous power; according to this

using the QS-CB capacitor bank. Anyway such assumption a quasi-steady discharge should be the

observation is affected by the high uncertainty most appropriate one, as far as the ablative aspect

degree inherent in the velocity measurement method, is concerned.
The problem relating to cA, optimization could

be solved by using other thruster propellant

5 - REMARKS feeding systems, different from the one adopted in

this research. The radial-bars feeding seems
5.1 - Functioning parameters, particularly interesting since, not only it allows

almost unlimited variations of the propellant area
As we said before, in solid propellant thrus- A but also variations in the position and the

ters mass flow rate depends on the thruster geometry inclination of the bars as to the electrodes.
and operating power; this can be written

As for the K - I./m. parameter, it is clearly
r. = c A P. (m - c A E) affected by the ablation coefficient; on the basis

where c is a coefficient which in turn depends, as of the initial assumptions these two parameters can

a rule, on the thruster geometry and working be linked by the relation

conditions.

The quantity K. - (1/cA,) (1/Z.).

c A - m/Ep

In the operating field characterized by c - K
is therefore a parameter peculiar to this type qf the K value is exclusively determinated by electric
thruster; it characterizes each one of the thruster parameters
configurations by controlling their functioning. Moreover as energy increases impedance shows
It is therefore a fundamental parameter which is sm er and s er gradients.
determined in the design phase. As a conseguence, for energy values higher than

However it has been observed, in the experi- those used in this analysis, the K parameter should

mental data aforesaid as well as in previous tend to a constant value which characterizes each

investigations 2, that, as E. energy increases, the different thruster.

c coefficient tends to reach a limit value Finally, an overall analysis of the various
types of behaviour of the parameters reveals that

c - cA - Kb ; the anode length does not represent a highly-

this in a different way according to geometry and affecting parameter in the field of investigated

discharge wave-form, geometries, the only exceptions being the case of

This quantity, which will be referred to as minimum length with low working power. On the

"ablation constant", has its own characteristic contrary a sharp difference in behaviour is

value which depends on the propellant material, observed between cylindrical and flared anodes;
nevertheless such a difference tends to weaken as

As for this analysis, all the different power increases.
thruster configurations have the same propellant
area AP, the only difference being the c coefficient
value.

5.2 - Calculated performance
In all cases a greater working regularity has 2 - 1 prfo n

been observed in those configurations and/or On the basis of the widely acknowledged
conditions characterized by the ablation coeffi- theoretic relation which provides the impulse
cienttheoretic relation , which provides the impulse

nt e c a c d bit according to the thruster geometric and
On the contrary as c decreases an increasing caaersi,electric (measured) characteristics,

irregularity and/or reduction of the ablated
propellant surface is observed, togheter with clear I, - by
signs of cathode erosion when c values are extremely where
low. It seems then reasonable to consider those

b - 4 /4x (In p + 3/4)geometries and conditions characterized by c - K b - (n p

as the ones proper to suitable functioning. - R/R the anode-to-cathode radius ratio

1o - the vacuum magnetic permeability
The analysis of the current distributions

along the anodes and c value trends when working it is possible to calculate the theoretic estimates

with the QP-CB capacitor bank leads to a remark of some performance parameters such as I'/E, the

concerning an aspect of the phenomena inherent in specific impulse (I, - I,/m) and the thrust

the ablation process, efficiency I, = I 2/2mEp.
In fact we can observe that higher c coeffi- On the basis of experimental data it turns out

cient values are associated to higher nondimen- that the function y presents decidedly higher

sional currents in the initial part of the anode, values when using a quasi-steady discharge wave-

that is in the part closer to the propellant, form; we are taking into consideration this case.
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The impulse bit (figg. 10), as a rule, shows 2"
approximately the same values for the different "
lenghts; the straight anodes values are always .-
higher than the flared nozzles ones, the only 20-
exception being the longest divergent anode whose 3 i-
values can be compared to those in the cylindrical I
anodes. Moreover as power increases, obviously, the I T /
impulse bit is almost linearly increasing. Is

Similar behaviour is observed also for the 4

impulse bit per energy unit (figg. 11), for the
effective specific impulse (figg. 12) and the
thrust efficiency r (figg. 13) . All these parame- to
ters, except Ib/Ep, present the highest values in o.s ' 2 .

1 1o 1.) I 's L

the longest divergent; for the other lenghts, with a CYI . cif . CYLA
low power higher values are obtained in the straight ig.lla: /E E energy using S-C capacitor
anodes whereas with high power higher values are -

bank.
obtained in the divergent ones. 2,

Comparing the values of the theoretic specific
impulse with the measured values of the charged 2,.
particles exhaust velocity it turns out that, 20
whereas the former increases with E. energy, the ' i
latter are almost constant. p

We can consequently deduce that the electro- '
magnetically accelerated mass fraction increases '
according to increasing power. 15

50 
:
1 !

S0.3 1.; I. . .3 2 :..
0  

: O!« 1 . V 3 ' ; !v 4

Fig.llb: Ib/E p vs Eo energy using QS-CB capacitor
o 3  bank.

10 - n 1 -

l1 5 1 -

c. - ------- VII-- C ---
O.S 1 1.2. 1. l.S 1.3 2 2.2 .

(Th ndT) 13 -
0 CYLt. Z CTYL , CYL 4 . 1

Fig.lOa: Calculated impulse bit vs E. energy using to
QS-CB capacitor bank.

.I 1 1.2 .4 1.8 t.8 2 2.2
(Thound4.)

La [
a CT 2 CYL 3 E CYL 4 V Y

Fig.12a: Measured and calculated specific impulse
vs E. energy using QS-CB capacitor bank.

so z
0 22

0 - " 7
------- 13-----------

oto

0.8 1 1. 1A t.6 1. 2 2.2 70.S 1 1.2 1.1. 1. 1.8 2 .

2w.2 Olv;.3oEJI 7
1 V Z Div 3 . .1vI 4 1 3v 5 x

Fig.1Ob: Calculated impulse bit vs E. energy using Fig.12b: Measured and calculated specific impulse
QS-CB capacitor bank. vs E. energy using QS-CB capacitor bank.
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